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The modern world seems different

O

NE OF THE GREAT things about being middle aged, having turned 45
this year, is that one worries less about being out of touch, and not
knowing things which were so vital to know when young. I no longer
know which acts are topping the charts, I don’t think I could name all the
Kardashians, I have no idea who the Jenners are, I am not sure what ‘influencers’
are meant to do, I do not recognise many of those described as ‘celebrities’ and
I would struggle to define many words used by the young, such as ‘turnt’ ‘fleek’
or ‘bae’. The modern world seems different from ‘when I were a lad’.
It is a common experience as we get older, to notice how much the world has
changed around us; young people today probably cannot even imagine a life without
mobile phones and internet; it was normality for my generation. Every generation
goes through this sense of bemusement at the changes observed with advancing age,
and today’s millennials will, in their middle and later age, gaze with bemusement on a
world yet more different from the one they knew.
One of the most striking changes people of my generation have lived through is the
erosion of the sense of community; probably less evident in Gloucestershire than in
my native London, but real nonetheless. On the whole people move around more,
work longer hours, enjoy less security, and are laden with greater responsibilities and
expectations. It is the experience not only of clergy but of all who work in the
voluntary sector, that people have less time, and less inclination to commit to
something, be it church, volunteering, charitable work or whatever. It is almost as if
notions of individual fulfilment have replaced what used to be called ‘The Common
Good’.
In the context of increasing individualism, polarisation, and fragmentation, the Church
is called to witness to the enduring value of community; in many neighbourhoods,
churches are one of the few places where people of different ages, ethnicities, and
economic backgrounds meet together regularly in a voluntary capacity. This month
we celebrate the feast of Pentecost, when the risen Jesus sent the Holy Spirit upon
the church. The subsequent story of the early church narrated in the book of Acts is
precisely a story of a community initially ‘gathered together in one place’ - and from
that place it spreads from Jerusalem, through Judea, Samaria, to the ‘ends of the
earth’
Just like modern church, the early church also had its problems, difficulties and
differences, but it remained united and effective, because secondary things were
never allowed to obscure the heart and centre – Jesus and his resurrection. So as we
celebrate Pentecost, pray for the strengthening of the community of the Church, and
for the strengthening and blessing of community in the wider world.
Fr Robert
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Buildings fit for modern life
A modern challenge facing the French and all Christians across the world is the destruction
of a significant part of Notre Dame. To rebuild using medieval construction methods or to
do as the medieval builders would have done when such things occurred, often frequently,
in their time: moving the spaces on to what was needed at their modern time.
This involved using the latest techniques and styles available to the Mediaeval, Renaissance
and Classical builders and architects. For me, Antony Gormley summed it up in an
interview with Justin Webb BBC 4 on 17th April 2019 when he said that Notre Dame was
raised in Medieval times as an aspiration to the people of Paris and thus, he said, it should
be raised again as such using the latest techniques and materials. I fully subscribe to this
view and we wait to see if the architects and curators can rise to the occasion and indeed
raise an edifice fit for a 21st century Europe.

To restore, or to develop: that is the question
I grew up in the centre of Oxford University surrounded by medieval architecture and
during my childhood and early teens I was very protective of keeping the University area
romantically medieval. Indeed I made sketches of what I believed the city should look like
with cobbled streets and medieval stone building and Tudor timber-framed constructions in
place of some of the more recent 19th and 20th-century changes.
As time advanced into mid-teens I witnessed many changes to the ancient buildings
surrounding me. My father was closely involved with many of these. His involvement gave
me the advantage of examining the architects’ drawings and hearing feedback from site
meetings and visiting the sites myself, where he explained the improvements being made.
So I watched these ancient buildings being brought up to modern requirements allowing
them to continue to provide for the students’ and academics’ needs and the developments
worldwide that frequently resulted from their studies.
One such project was the reconstruction of Duke Humphrey’s Library constructed in 1487,
above the Divinity School. The floor of the library had collapsed under the combined
attack of the sheer volume of books and the insidious death watch beetle. It had
descended to a point that it was pressing on the medieval arched ceiling of the Divinity
School and causing stress fractures. This reconstruction entailed inserting a reinforced
concrete floor to the library supported by reinforced concrete uprights inserted into the
original medieval buttresses. It also entailed removing the sliding buttresses on the south
side of the library constructed there by Wren. They no longer performed a useful purpose
since building techniques had moved on since Wren’s day. In the church I attended, The
University Church of St Mary the Virgin, the Old University Library, replaced by the Duke
Humphrey’s Library, was enhanced to provide a space for parish social events including a
youth club and a kitchen for breakfasts and other parish meals. This development made a
redundant space useful for 1950’s social advances in living.
The next challenge came from my building master, at my technical school, who was an
absolute modernist in terms of architecture. He constantly challenged me to move on in
my protective views. Our main area of disagreement was over the use of materials. He
was adamant that any building should use only modern materials and should stand alone
regardless of its environment. My view developed, through those debates that modern
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materials should be used but respect should be shown through volume and shape and the
construction materials used, in relation to the buildings surrounding it.
This was well demonstrated when the New Bodleian Library, originally designed by Sir
Giles Gilbert Scott, in the 1930s, (now to be known as the Weston Library) was found to
be not up to modern building regulations, and was reconfigured in 2012-14. The entire
thirteen floors have now been extracted from the core of the building and replaced with
modern reading rooms and research facilities. In addition, the ground floor has been
opened to the public for exhibitions and a large coffee shop and meeting space that
incorporates my father’s old office with its splendid view of the Sheldonian Theatre. In
addition to the general public, many students and academics can be observed pouring over
iPads and laptops as well as deeply engrossed in discussion. The reconfiguration of this
building by Wilkinson-Eyre is a fantastic piece of architectural engineering providing a
library fit to provide educational support for this century. This reconstruction included
turning my family’s flat, where I grew up as a child, into a boiler house. On a recent visit, I
was able to quip that this was most appropriate as it had certainly been the boiler house of
my youth and the library the driving force of my life. For further details type Weston
Library into a search engine and select Architect’s Fly Through.
All these points, raised above, I consider are illustrative of the colossal changes that all of
humanity is moving through in current times, thus the vital need to continually challenge the
designs and materials used in order to provide the best facilities for education and life in the
21st century.
Application of my principle was severely challenged whilst applying for planning permission
for a modern alteration to an existing building, where I was challenged, in writing, by a
conservation officer: ‘Would you knock a hole in a medieval wall?’
To which my unequivocal reply was:
‘Yes, if it meant that that building could continue to be useful!’
Visiting the Bodleian Libraries:
The Weston Library Coffee shop is open seven days a week 0830-1700.
The Duke Humphrey’s (Hogwort’s) Library may be viewed, for a charge, from inside
the Art’s End Library most working days.
The Divinity (Hogwart’s) School (Infirmary) most working days.
It is advisable to check dates and times with the Bodleian libraries search engine as Degree
Ceremonies, filming and weddings can interrupt the public opening hours.
The University Church of St Mary the Virgin is open most days.
John Moles
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Salubritas et Eruditio
The following snippet is taken from one of the London Newspapers of the day, sometime in 1871:
“A girl named Isabella Waters, aged 8 years, of Stanley Street, was yesterday playing on the banks
of the Serpentine”, near the fountains in Kensington Gardens, when she fell in. She was
submerged in the water for a considerable time, when one of the park-keepers rescued her and
she was then apparently dead. She was taken to St Mary’s Hospital where artificial respiration
was successfully resorted to and the girl is now in a fair way to recovery.”
That little girl was my grandma (younger sister to my great-uncle Frank who featured in the
last issue of this magazine) and several times I have visited the spot where the near tragedy
took place. It is where the Italian Gardens near the Bayswater Road join with the
Serpentine. The two are separated by ornate fountains and it is just here where Isabella
slipped and fell into the lake.
The fountains are overlooked by the statue of a man in robes - or maybe it is a gown and
he was clutching a scroll of parchment. He lived from 1749 until 1823 and he is credited
with saving more lives than anyone else, ever. Hundreds of millions, in fact. To put things
in perspective, in the 18th century, no less than 28,000 souls died each year in London
alone from the painful and dangerous disease known as smallpox. By now you will have
realized that we are talking about Dr Edward Jenner.
Modern life world-wide would be very different if it had not been for Jenner’s discovery of
vaccination. Just think of all the diseases that have been controlled and in many cases
eradicated since 1780 and the amazing amount of lives saved. Remember that when you
have your next holiday vaccinations or your annual flu jab.
Edward Jenner was born in Berkeley, Gloucestershire, and became a doctor there in 1773
after a three year spell in London as a pupil of the famous surgeon of the day, John Hunter.
Towards the end of the 18th century, Jenner came to live in Cheltenham, first in the Lower
High Street and then at St George’s Place. His practice, however, was in St George’s Road
not far from the junction with Gloucester Road and it was called Alpha House.
When local engineering firm,
Spirax-Sarco moved from
Lambeth to Cheltenham just
before World War II, the
company purchased Alpha
House and the surrounding
land on which they built their
main factory. Alpha House
became the “works controlling
office” and although I operated
from Charlton House, the
company HQ, I did spend
many interesting hours there
during my forty-eight years’
service with Spirax-Sarco.
It was here at Alpha House
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that Jenner fought for recognition of his new principle for the eradication of smallpox.
Here he put his theories to the test, eventually conquering smallpox and many other
diseases by vaccination.
At the time of Jenner’s experiments in 1780, Alpha House was dubbed “The Pest House”.
One of Jenner’s own letters, written to a friend, gives a vivid picture of his work among the
poor which reads:
“I permitted for persons of all descriptions, not only those in the town but from the
districts around, to come to me weekly. The smallpox was at their heels and this drove
them to me in immense numbers. I was literally mobbed, driven into a corner and made a
prisoner, necessitated to bow to their will. ‘The man shall do me next’. ‘No he shan’t – he
shall do me’ was the language I was often obliged to hear and submit to. For many
successive inoculating days the numbers that assembled were on the average about 300”.
Dr Edward Jenner became very wealthy and received large sums of money from the
government and kings and emperors sent him presents. It is recorded that at Jenner’s
request the Emperor Napoleon released a certain Englishman who had been held prisoner
of war, saying “Jenner! We can refuse nothing to that man”. Yet, in spite of his fame
Jenner returned to Berkeley where he continued to practise medicine until his death.
I wonder what modern life would be like if Jenner had not discovered vaccination. Would
we all be dying off with the plague? When I was a child smallpox was a thing of the past but
diphtheria was pretty rampant. That too, was eradicated through vaccination.
Alpha House, during its occupation by Spirax-Sarco, was very carefully preserved and the
exterior changed not at all. A blue plaque was fixed to the wall near the front door
explaining the Jenner connection and unveiled by the Mayor of Cheltenham.
Very sadly, when the engineering company decided to consolidate all its factory sites and
move to Swindon Village soon after the millennium those factory sites of St Mark’s and St
George’s Road were sold to developers. Everything including Alpha House, bulldozed to
the ground and all traces of the building when Dr Jenner conducted his experiments and
made his discoveries disappeared. I cannot think how that was allowed to happen. I
wonder what became of the blue plaque? Did it go into a skip and will it turn up one day
on the Antiques Roadshow as many historic items seem to do?
Some of the things that happen in modern life are quite inexcusable and any building
boasting an English Heritage blue plaque should be included in the education of local
children as a positive link with the past.
Speaking of which reminds me of three years before Jenner’s death in 1823, Alpha House
was purchased by Samuel Wilderspin, the Londoner who was invited to Cheltenham by the
Reverend Francis Close because, although untrained as a teacher, he had his own very
strong ideas on the teaching of infants. In 1823 he wrote and published “On the
Importance of Educating the Infant Poor” and seven years later set up an infant school in his
own home, Alpha House, which he ran for nearly 10 years. During this period he lectured
all over the country on infant education, founding schools and supplying them with books
and equipment. He was one of Britain’s most important educationalists – but he was not
honoured with a blue plaque.
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There is no doubt in my mind that someone, or some committee has let down these two
most important men and that the building that played such a vital role in both medical
history and education should still be standing as a memorial to both Dr Jenner and Samuel
Wilderspin. Sadly it is not.
By the way, the motto on Cheltenham’s coat of arms is “Salubritas et Eruditio” which
interpreted means “Health and Education”!
Bernard Parkin

Celtic Dawn Communion
05.00 on Sunday 21 April 2019 on Cleeve Hill, near the aerials, 43 people and a border
collie gathered with Fr Nick to celebrate a Celtic Dawn Communion and to welcome the
Risen Christ at sunrise at 06.00.
The pictures were taken before, during and at the moment of sunrise.
During the summer evenings further Celtic Communion services are being planned.
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Out of time
There is apparently no time for anything anymore. So many peoples’ days start in a rush
and there’s not much let up throughout.
Mothers usually work so children are introduced to deadlines very early, out of bed and
into their clothes, drink in hand, into their car seats for breakfast with a childminder or at
nursery. Presumably once they are settled with friends the routine is reassuring, they
certainly seem to have a good time.
Mother has thrown on a two-minute makeup whilst mentally checking sports kits, reading
books, medication sometimes, and launches herself at her working day, traffic willing.
Father may have left much earlier if he has an away meeting, or if it’s just a commute he has
the luxury of working on line as the train takes the strain. We are told the ambitious
worker no longer takes a lunch break, not like the 60’s when my employers had long
lunches, on account, and then a period of “no interruptions” for a doze behind the desk.
Incidentally the rest of us were only mildly disapproving! Everyone does their own typing
now and there is an expectation of immediate response, considered or not. This in
contrast to the slow old habit of sending one thoughtfully constructed letter covering all
points and properly researched. Now endless half formed ideas bounce back and forth,
interrupting thought processes and surely wasting time overall, but hey, they are all seen to
be on top of their fragmented game.
It’s now mid-afternoon and (often weary) grannies are at the school gates. In my limited
experience paid childminders are adored by the children and being in the front line are busy
listening to their charges account of their day and dispensing cuddles when required. A meal
is provided and there is time to wind down before Mummy pulls up and everyone piles in to
the car. There is a last minute exchange of misallocated Tupperware and the latest, as yet
undercover, cold or tummy bug. Always aim kisses at the back of the head on a toddler.
The drive home is a window of opportunity to put their case for those family members
hoping for some screen time back at home. It can depend on the sort of day Mummy has
had, or on the weather, which, if fine, allows for another onslaught on the recently reseeded
lawn. If there’s Cubs, swimming or a friend over the dynamics shift with mixed results.
If Daddy’s away overnight he will FaceTime everyone before bed. Then Mummy can have an
easy meal and catch up on programmes deemed not worth watching by the man of the house.
The mobile never sleeps but at some point tomorrow’s packed lunches will be organised. Also
effort should be made not to catch inadvertently Alexa’s attention, although something on TV
may set her off anyway and she can be persistent, in particular in response to sarcasm which
she just doesn’t understand, not British you see. In frustration she’s been known to turn off
the lights. If you want revenge and can be bothered, ask her for an Edith Piaf recording or
Sidney Bechet, she will repeat herself regardless, not unlike a cornered politician.
Sadly it’s possible seriously to miss out on real life experience whilst focusing on technology
driven pastimes. I was recently told of a young person - not local - who takes so long
posting photos of possible outfits on line before meeting up, that she increasingly leaves it
too late to join the group. The idea is apparently to decide on what to wear based on the
most “like” responses you receive. The group are trying to talk her out of the habit. How
truly awful to miss the fun times making the www.giants richer.
Anya Jary
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Prestbury Post Office

The closure of Prestbury Post Office on 16 May 2019 marks the end of an era and a
regrettable victory for market forces. The Post Office has been in the heart of Prestbury
and has been run by the same family for 140 years. Members of the Sumption family have
managed it since 1879, when Victorian Penny Reds, Venetian Reds and Penny Lilacs were
still affixed to envelopes.
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Have you used the Post Office in Prestbury for any one of its multiple purposes? Stamps,
coins, letters, parcels, licences, euros, cheques, newspapers, journals, sweets, cigarettes et
cetera. For well over a century, the Post Office has been at the centre of the community
and has provided welcome goods and services of all kinds, as well as friendship and
kindness.
I know people who have until now driven from elsewhere in Cheltenham to conduct their
business in Prestbury PO because of the old-fashioned excellence of its service and the
helpful courtesy with which they have been treated by the superb staff. If I try to nominate
them all, I am bound to leave someone out. Above all, however, there has recently been
Clare Hutchings, always kind and ever thoughtful, who knew and knows about so many of
her regular customers. After her husband Paul’s life-changing stroke, it has been left to
Clare and her team to hold the Prestbury fort and manage the whole complex operation
with characteristically friendly fortitude and cheerful determination.
Typically, the shop’s day began long before the Post Office proper opened with the thump
on the doorstep at about 5.30 am of the daily papers tied in bundles and the simultaneous
collection of yesterday’s unsold newspapers. These had to be sorted and ordered into
paper rounds while the early sales started: Echo, twenty Benson & Hedges, Mail, Times,
Sun. From about 6.30 onwards, those delivering the paper rounds filled their orange sacks
which could start as startlingly heavy at weekends with the wads of sections and
supplements. The Post Office may have closed for business at 5.30 pm but then, with so
much money coming in and out, there was always stock-taking and the balancing of the
books.
It is not just an excellent Post Office we are losing to market forces but a newsagent,
confectioner, tobacconist, stationery shop, card merchant, occasional plant seller and,
above all, a hub of the community. In some ways that list gives an idea of the scope and the
long hours which suggest why successors have been reluctant to take on the enterprise.
You might think that the newly privatised Post Office would not allow such a vital service
to be abandoned commercially, especially with so many new houses in the district and the
opening of Pittville Student Village. The nearest Post Office is now where? Whaddon Road?
Even with the rise of emails and other forms of electronic messaging, we still need Post
Offices but the privatised service is under threat. I hope this brief paean will pay a timely if
inadequate tribute to the wonderful service Prestbury Post Office and its staff have
provided over the years and will mark the end of an era with deep gratitude. The
enterprise is irreplaceable.
Duncan Forbes
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The Last Post
On May 16th 2019, bags of mail left PRESTBURY POST OFFICE for the final time after 140
years of doing so.
The end of an era.
For those who don’t know our story, my great-grandfather, grandfather, father and finally
(albeit relatively briefly) myself have been the village’s Subpostmasters from 1879.
Tony Noel from the Prestbury Local History Society is kindly producing a booklet on the
subject, which will be available shortly.
I would like to take this opportunity to record my thanks to the many people who have
helped us along the way, over so many years - so many people - so many memories!
We have been privileged to share in so many lives - happy times, sad times and everything
in between. I think the difference between a large, somewhat impersonal “Town” type Post
Office and a “Village” one, such as ours is that we know personally and care about our
customers and strive to give a good service. Certainly my current colleagues and many
previous colleagues do or have done this brilliantly so sincere thanks to Sally, Heather,
Nicky, Janet, Veronica, Lyn, Diane, Pam, Keith and Ashley. Couldn’t have done it without
you!
Some of us are now retiring and some are moving on to other jobs now or in the future
and I wish everyone well with whatever they choose to do.
“Thank you” to all our customers too, of course; many of you have become friends and I
hope to still see lots of you in the village in the future.
Clare Hutchings
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St Mary’s Flower Arrangers Annual Meeting Report 2019
The meeting was held on Tuesday 25th March in St Mary’s Church. 17 ladies attended this
meeting and 10 apologies were received. Everyone was welcomed and the meeting opened
with a prayer. The 2018 minutes and chairman’s reports had been circulated to all members
with the 2019-2020 rota. Matters arising were discussed. The treasurer, Ann Eldridge,
reported that our bank balance was healthy even though we had made a small loss. The
Prestbury Flower Arranging Club sadly had to close so they very kindly donated £90 to our
funds.
Wedding numbers are continuing to fall with some brides preferring to arrange their own
flowers or have no extra flowers except those already in church. To date we have seven
weddings booked with one which does not want flowers. Diane Singleton works extremely
hard liaising with the brides to ensure all the flowers and colours meet with the bride’s
approval. She often requires extra help when arranging the pedestals, swags and pew ends.
At Harvest time many posies are made and distributed to those people unable to attend
church. Thank you, Margaret Holman, for organising who made posies and who distributed
them to the house-bound.
As part of WW1 2018 Commemorations last November, moving arrangements were
displayed in church. These items and arrangements were so very meaningful and thanks
must go to everyone who helped in any way. Diane Lyle had the vision for this project and
she also arranges the Festival helpers. She commented that she was conscious that the
“Festival pool” has fewer fish in it and she would be grateful for any extra help.
Jenny Newman is vigilant with her team of ladies who arrange the window sills at Festival
time.
Mothering Sunday and Easter have been celebrated since the meeting and thanks must be
extended to everyone who helped in any way with the flowers on these occasions, and
particularly Rosalind Waters, from Celebrate!, for Mothering Sunday. The arrangements in
church at Easter, with the profusion of lilies, were very beautiful, as was the Easter Garden
– and still is. This Garden and the Nativity scene at Christmas are arranged and maintained
for several weeks by Helen Mann. Thank you, Helen.
Thank you, Flower Arrangers, who week by week throughout the year and at Festivals and
Weddings, continue to make our church look so spectacular. I wish to thank everyone who
had donated lilies in memory of loved ones and contributed to the Easter flowers. Thank
you too, Father Nick, for the notes of appreciation and thanks, which you always send to
the Flower Arranging Team.
Sheila Beer
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Walsingham Pilgrimage – Friday 3rd to Monday 6th May
On a cold morning on Friday 3rd May a coach of just under 30 pilgrims from the North
Cheltenham Team departed Cheltenham to spend three nights away at the Anglican Shrine
of Our Lady of Walsingham in North Norfolk. As a first time visitor I eagerly anticipated
what the weekend had in store for us. The coach journey provided conversation with
friends whom I hadn’t met before along with a very welcome half way pit stop to indulge in
a delicious lunch. North Norfolk’s landscape is flat with many houses being built with flint,
and having arrived at the Shrine we could certainly feel an atmosphere imbued with
calmness and tranquillity. Cheltenham seemed so far away!
For those reading this who haven’t been to the Walsingham Shrine, you may rightly ask,
why Walsingham and what is its appeal? Founded by Lady Richeldis de Faverches in 1061,
destroyed by Henry VIII in 1538 and restored in 1931 by Fr Hope Patten, the Anglican
Vicar of Walsingham, the Shrine has had an eventful history spread across nearly a thousand
years. For Richeldis her life of prayer and good works was rewarded by a vision in 1061
where she was taken by Mary to be shown the house in Nazareth where Gabriel had
announced the news of the birth of Jesus. Mary asked Richeldis to build an exact replica of
that house in Walsingham which has become known as England’s Nazareth. Voted the
nation’s favourite spiritual place by Radio 4 listeners, the Anglican Shrine of Our Lady of
Walsingham is a place of Christian Worship for all. At the heart of the Shrine is the Holy
House where we celebrate Mary.
The daily routine of services starts at 7.30am and often goes on until quite late in the
evening. Services include prayer, healing, processions and Eucharist. The processions
around the gardens are what Walsingham is best known for, where Mary, Mother of Jesus,
is honoured at her home in England and pilgrims ask for her help and offer thanks. Talking
to and praying with fellow pilgrims fosters a sense of fellowship which is something which
struck me. The beauty of this special place creates an atmosphere of tranquillity and
spirituality, with each person involving themselves in as much or little as they wish.
For me, I went to Walsingham with an open mind after having been recommended it as a
place of pilgrimage by some of the All Saints’ community. Being brought up as a staunch
Roman Catholic I was naturally intrigued! I was relieved to be told that there was no
compulsion to involve myself in all of the services. It was important for us to take what we
wanted out of the weekend. I threw myself into most of the services and had the
opportunity to contemplate and reflect on my faith and spirituality which was refreshing.
We experience many distractions in our daily lives with the result that we do not have the
time to reflect not just about prayer and faith but what is important in life to us as
individuals. Taking time out, whether on our own or with a group of people, can never be
overrated. The sense of belonging, friendship and fellowship rang true. I genuinely believe
we all took something away from the weekend, and those who have been to Walsingham
many times still seem to take away something different with them on each occasion.
Socialising with our group at mealtimes and in the evening over a drink was fun and
relaxing. Getting to know people on a deeper level, meeting new people and making
friends was wonderful. This trip didn’t just happen on its own; Colin Holman and Isabel
Syed went beyond the call of duty in ensuring that we were able to make the most of our
time there – a result of their thorough organisation, clear instructions and provision of in
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depth reading material about Walsingham itself. No task was too much for either of them
and I know we were all genuinely grateful to them. I will return and hope that anyone
reading this who hasn’t been to Walsingham before and is wondering whether to embark
on a future pilgrimage will at least think about it and speak to those of us who have visited.
Fiona Dunley

Walsingham 2019
My first trip to the shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham, Norfolk was a most memorable
experience. Like many other pilgrims, I had my own reasons for wanting to attend and I
went along with a totally open mind of what to expect. After arriving at the shrine in time
for supper on Friday a full programme of events ensued for the next three days although
nothing was compulsory and those attending could participate in as many or as few of the
scheduled events as they wished. I chose to attend most of the services and found the
programme to be thought provoking and spiritually uplifting. The shrine itself was beautifully
kept and the grounds were well laid out and peaceful. I found a great sense of fellowship
amongst the group and it was comforting to be amongst likeminded people. Some new
friendships were made and others reaffirmed. At the end of a few very pleasant days, I had
no hesitation in putting my name down for a return visit next year. I would encourage
anyone else wanting to embark upon a relaxed spiritual journey to do the same.
Frank Smith

Stewardship Sunday 19 May 2019
In Prestbury on this day the ‘sermon slot’ was given over to talking about stewardship. To
run our two churches we need to spend £4,122 each week. Our income is insufficient to
meet these costs and we are heading for a shortfall in the coming year of £28,500.
If each of the 323 people on the Electoral Roll were to contribute an extra £1.69 a week
(nearly the price of a cup of coffee in town) we could fix this shortfall.
That’s why we repeat a suggestion which comes from the Church of England. The national
Church suggests dedicating 10% of your net income to charitable giving. Of that, it
recommends 5% of your net income to your local Church. But your decisions about Giving
belong only to you and God.
If you are not participating in the Parish Giving Scheme please consider joining. This has
several advantages for all of us. It is administered by the diocese. Your gift will reach the
parish account automatically, reliably, privately and promptly each month. Ask our
Treasurer for a form. Please consider ticking the box to allow your gift to be increased
each year in line with inflation, and if you pay income tax tick the Gift Aid box. This
increases the value of your gift by 25% at no extra cost to you.
For those of you who are already in the Parish Giving Scheme the simplest way to increase
the amount you give is to phone the Parish Giving Scheme at Church House on
01452 835595 and speak to a real person.
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Palm Sunday Procession to All Saints
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Palm Sunday in Prestbury
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Commemoration of the life of Major Arthur Inglis
14 July 1884 – 12 May 1919
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Major Arthur Inglis –
the Glosters’ officer who won the first Tank Corps DSO
Opposite are pictures taken in St Mary’s churchyard on Sunday 12 May 2019 after the
11 o’clock Eucharist. Stephen Pope, a retired Army logistics officer, can be seen laying a
wreath at the grave of Arthur Inglis who died 100 years previously.
Major Inglis served in the first tank companies as they were being created.
biography of his life was printed in the April-May issue of this magazine.

A short
Ed

The Bewilderment of a Young Christian
I was lucky enough to be brought up in a Christian family and remember having hymns sung
to me as a very young child, and learning to say my prayers at bedtime.
As soon as I was old enough, perhaps three or four, I went to Sunday school with my elder
sister. When we got home, I asked our Nanny what a soul was, only for her to reply, “A
kind of fish!” The following week on our return, we were asked what we had learnt, but I
could remember little beyond the fact that it was all about fish again!
Round about this time, to everyone’s surprise, I became scared at bedtime, where
previously I had looked forward to a bath and a story. In the end, I was able to confide in
my sister that I didn’t want all those men in my bedroom;
“Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, bless the bed that I lie on,
Two at the foot and two at the head,” etc. etc. Thus all was explained, and I think my
mother changed the bedtime hymn to, “Jesus, tender shepherd, hear me.”
The Lord’s prayer presented another puzzle; in common with many other children, I prayed
to a Father with chart in heaven! I was convinced that He had a chart where He recorded
my many misdemeanours. And then there was His name; I had never heard of anyone called
“Hallowed!”
When we were singing about a green hill far away a few Sundays ago, I was reminded of my
frustration that no one could pay Sin, who in my young mind was clearly the gate-keeper.
Why didn’t someone settle up with him since he was the only one with a key, and then we
could all go to heaven?
Until that time I had learnt all the hymns by rote, but once I was able to read the small print
in my prayer book confidently, things became clearer.
Children are realists, hence my misunderstandings. There was a curate here whose small
daughter said that she didn’t think Jesus would fit into her heart, which was where she had
been told that she must keep Him, so I was not the only one to be faced with such
perplexing questions!
Sue Fairclough
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HASH-TAG HUGO
Hiya everyone. Do you know what? Hopefully, this will impact you all big time. Hugely.
Gonna tell ya a story that’s not exactly woke but it’s genuinely edgy, visceral and nuanced.
Know what I mean? Can’t go wrong. Stay with me, peeps. It’s very very 21st Century and
relatable so it’s all about me, the #Me generation and the Twitterscape. It involves a fair bit
of blogging and blagging as well a healthy dose of cutting-edge rap music downloaded from
the net. None of your retro CDs and like vinyl from the old boot sale on Sunday. And
that’s just for starters. You got issues with that? Well, take them to HR then and see what
they say. Ha-ha-ha. Lolz.
So, here’s my opinions on various issues of the day. May, Theresa, baroness of Brexit. She is
not with the people, is she? Trump, Donald, king of the USA. Megalomaniac
ignoramosaurus. (Didn’t think we knew Polly Syllables, didja?) Putin, Vladimir. Gangsta rat.
The EU? Well, we gave them our language and now we’re leaving them with it while we
persue our own greater density alone in the brave new world of brexit britain. Don’t ask
me what I voted cos I’m not even registered to vote. It’s all Votey McVote Face to me.
So, do you find you can’t hardly understand a word old people say nowadays? That’s
because they learnt their wrinkly paper version of archaic olde-fashioned English well B.C.
Before Computers. Me, I’m a so-called digital native cos I can type and think like a qwerty
keyboard and that’s when I’m not using voice recognition software. Don’t get me wrong,
grandma. I’m not like a troll or anything like that. I can’t be bothered to waste more than
twenty hours a week abusing people off of twitter or facebook like. I’ve got better things to
do with my time and more than a thousand followers myself. I’ve got a commercial
operation and fanbase to protect. Respect, man. Respect.
So what do I do with most of my time so far on the planet? I’m a semi-pro singersongwriter in the virtual blogosphere as yet. If you wanna sample my output, simply go to
my website and listen to the tracks of my music there. If you like it, click like. And you can
also find me singing on YouTube as such if you can avoid all the click-bait on the way.
Hugo Dumbleton

Prestbury URC May Fair & Coffee Morning – Thank You !
Our May Fair was very successful and we raised over £400 for church funds. Thank you to
all those who helped out or who came along and supported the sale. The plant and cake
stalls were very successful and there were so many people at coffee at one point that we
nearly ran out of mugs!
Fiona Hall
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Unexpected Link with the Past
Whilst searching through family history, my niece Nicola
found an unexpected link to our Church of St Mary
Magdalene and my wife Mary Williams. We knew she had a
grandfather Thomas Lewarne, after all her maiden name was
Mary Lewarne, and it was always thought that a gaff rigged
oyster dredger based on the River Fal in Cornwall, was
named after him and his brothers, namely “The Six Brothers”.
The present craft is thought to be the third with its name.
My interest was aroused when reading that the König
Wilhelm collided with the ironclad German Grosser Kurfürst
off Folkestone on May 28th 1878 and the Grosser Kurfürst
sank with the loss of 269 lives. There were some survivors and 17 of these were picked up
by The Six Brothers. Was this the same boat, and why was it at Folkestone, miles from its
home port? In 1852 there was a rowing club established at Folkestone and they had a
regatta that year. The Six Brothers has for generations joined in sailing regattas particularly
in Cornwall. Perhaps it was there to compete away from its familiar waters!
The priest in Folkestone was the Revd
Bayfield Roberts and he decided to conduct
the funeral service in German for the
families of those lost in the accident. The
German Emperor William learned of this
and decided to present the Revd Bayfield
Roberts with a large lectern bible as a way of
thanking him for his care and consideration.
The following year Revd Bayfield Roberts
became priest of St Mary Magdalene in
Elmstone Hardwicke, Cheltenham, and he
brought it with him. Inside the bible is a
cutting from a newspaper of the time telling
the story.
We still have the bible, but not in regular
use now. The Revd George Bayfield Roberts was in the parish as priest until 1920. He
became well known as one of the leaders of The Oxford Movement.
What an unusual connection my wife has with the Bible in our
Vestry!
David Williams
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BOOK REVIEW

‘Field Guide to the English Clergy – A Compendium of Diverse
Eccentrics, Pirates, Prelates and Adventurers, Some Even Practising’
by The Revd Fergus Butler-Gallie (published by Oneworld Publications, 175 pages, £12.99)
Never, in one place, are you likely to come across such a bizarre, unique and funny group
of clerics as in this delightful book! Not terribly well known until a rapid re-print after its
publication last year, the book began to appear in many clergy Christmas stockings last
December. The Revd Butler-Gallie, a
Church of England curate, has
painstakingly collected ‘brief lives’ of
some of the oddest individuals ever to
have graced England’s churches. It is
perfectly possible to read the book at
one sitting because you begin eagerly
to anticipate the next clergy example,
usually even more eccentric than the
last. I am loath to dilute the joy by
quoting examples. The book is handily
divided
into
sections
entitled
‘Eccentrics, Nutty Professors, Bon
Viveurs, Prodigal Sons and Rogues’
with a good glossary for the
uninitiated. My favourite, if forced to
name one, would probably be the Revd
Ian Graham-Orlebar, Rector of Bartonle-Clay (1926 – 2016). Sporting disdain
for clergy who used their motor cars,
Graham-Orlebar would travel round
his parish on a ride-on lawnmower.
When Britain joined the EEC in 1973,
he caused disruption by solemnly
informing his parishioners at a parish
information evening that the day had
been shortened to ten hours,
producing a specially adapted clock to demonstrate, and that the highway code had been
changed making driving on the right compulsory and roundabouts obsolete, ‘resulting in a
short and very localised spell of chaos on the roads of south Bedfordshire.’ There is much
to enjoy here and hopes are high for a second volume.
Fr Nick
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The kindest cut of all
On the making of gravestones in the Kindersley Workshop
Lida Lopes Cardozo Kindersley & Michael Wheeler
Available from The Cardozo Kindersley Workshop www.kindersleyworkshop.co.uk
When I first stepped into the world of the Cardozo Kindersley Workshop in Cambridge,
there was just one memorial stone in our churchyard bearing the unmistakable engraving of
a wonderful place that “operates in an atmosphere of timelessness”. Now there are seven.
Each one will have been the result of a “creative process which engages the energies of a
triad - the workshop, the client, and the material”, to commemorate loved ones by means
of “The Kindest Cut of All”.
The eight sections of the booklet begin with words by Lida Kindersley, followed by Michael
Wheeler’s insightful and informative reflections. Lida joined David Kindersley as an
apprentice in his workshop in 1976, eventually becoming a partner and joining him in
training apprentices. Since David’s death in 1995 she has run the workshop, continuing in a
tradition inherited from Eric Gill.
Having made an initial enquiry regarding a commission, clients are sent a copy of the
booklet, which is so uplifting to read whether or not they then “find their way to the
workshop”. I have travelled this road twice and what a unique experience it has been each
time, to be part of a process described by Lida as “one of refinement, which is true of life
itself. Slowly you get closer to the design that must be. Then there’s the cutting……..for
the experienced maker (and here I would personally add ‘and then for the receiver too’) a
life-enhancing and a life-giving experience”.
One of my many favourite passages is in the third section “First Encounters Between Client
And Workshop” when Michael reflects on his “own first impressions “ of “focused energy
in a remarkably peaceful environment and of an unspoken challenge to the assumptions of
our frenetic, postmodern, post-industrial age.” When he is “much more familiar with its
workings” he describes sensitively how “A healing process is under way” …. “in transition
from a rough piece of stone dragged from the earth to a beautifully made artefact”.
Lida’s words that “there are no clocks when it comes to commissioning” and “Time is
irrelevant in all this: we go on until we have it right” resonate clearly with me. During my
experiences, I went to Cambridge many times, Lida travelled here, we became friends and
that will never change.
There are many lovely photographs that illustrate the ‘heart’ of each section and sample the
immeasurable variety that these ‘creative partnerships’ result in. Such creativity knows no
bounds when it comes to this corner of Cambridge and my personal sense of connection
always makes me smile when I recognise the unique letters in churches, cathedrals and
public buildings. I have sometimes turned my head or a corner in more than one such place,
recognised the letters and felt unspoken words of greeting.
Carol Gunn
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A Modern Financial Crisis
Every area of our work reflects modern life and how children
are being affected and impacted by the world we live in. Our
latest campaign is called Strengthening the Safety Net and we are asking people to
call on their council to strengthen the safety net to help families in financial crisis.
So what’s the current problem? Many families in this country find themselves facing an
unexpected financial crisis – a financial problem which puts the immediate health and wellbeing of family members at risk. A job loss, house fire or broken boiler can suddenly leave a
parent in a situation where there isn’t money to heat the home or feed the family. Children
are being made to suffer, and if this problem isn’t properly addressed it will repeat and
leave families facing disastrous effects, including poor mental health and debt.
These crises can happen to anyone, which is why in this country we have a safety net to
support families when the worst happens.
But a vital part of that safety net is at risk. So far, 1 in 7 councils has lost its ‘Local Welfare
Assistance Schemes’ which are there to help families when crises strikes. And our research
suggests that many more of these schemes are at risk as councils struggle with reduced
budgets and increasing costs. Even where support does exist, it is hard to apply for, difficult to
find out about, and often doesn’t provide the types of support that a family needs.
We want every council to prove it CARES about children and vulnerable families by being:
Child-focused
 Councils should ensure that people can get help with child-related costs such as
childcare, nappies and school uniforms, and ensure that young people feel welcome in
spaces and know how to get help.
Accessible
 There should be well-advertised and up-to-date information available, and application
processes should be simple.
Referral-friendly
 Families and young people should always be connected to other support.
Eligibility-aware
 Councils need to use discretion with eligibility requirements to ensure that families and
young people in crisis are not prevented from getting help when they have nowhere
else to turn.
Strategic-leaders
 Councils should be responsible – and held accountable – for ensuring there is effective
support for families locally. There should always be a named councillor responsible for
local crisis provision in every area.
You can strengthen the safety net for families in crisis by joining our campaign and contacting
your council to find out if they are a council that CARES for children and families in a crisis.
To join the campaign or find out
www.childrenssociety.org.uk/safetynet .
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Marle Hill WI
At our April meeting Judith Humphries gave a very interesting talk on reflexology.
Although reflexology is normally done on the feet, it can also be done on the hands and
even the face. Judith explained, with the aid of a chart of feet, where the points related to
parts of the body and showed us how to massage our hands. She passed around several
jars of creams and informed us of their uses. It was a very informative talk and members
asked a lot of questions.
The Annual Council Meeting in the Town Hall was well attended. One of the main
speakers was Ann Jones from the National Board of Trustees. She reminded us of the
many campaigns the WI have fought in the past and the lasting results and influences they
have had in our daily lives. Did you know that the national ‘Keep Britain Tidy’ campaign
was one of many instigated by the WI? The other speaker was Helen Pankhurst, a
descendent of the famous Pankhurst sisters. There were plenty of information stalls to
browse and others providing a little retail therapy. One stall selling soaps was from
Eastwood Park Women’s Prison. There has been a branch of the WI running there for a
few years now and it is proving very popular. The soap making industry they have covers
researching recipes, producing the soaps, designing the wrappers and printing them.
Our May meeting was a time to debate and vote on the resolutions for the National Annual
Meeting, being held in Bournemouth this year. The subjects were on Bus Services and
Cervical Smear Testing. Eileen gave her report on the Annual Council Meeting. We had,
on display, some of our old WI scrapbooks to browse through before they are taken to WI
House for archiving.
A watercolour workshop was much enjoyed and there is talk of a follow-up course. A
beautiful bee and a dragonfly were the products of a day learning to do goldwork. The
meals-out were return visits to the Giggling Squid and Gianni’s. A County Holiday Break to
Kent with interesting visits was organised by Wendy, and Sue and I went to Denman
College for a weekend course ‘Let’s Beer and Gin it’! This included a trip to the East End
of London to visit the sights of some of the many breweries and distilleries and some gin
tasting. A very interesting and educational trip! Meanwhile, Wendy and Chris went to the
West Country on the County Walking Weekend.
As result of our talk about the SS Great Britain, we are organising a coach visit to Bristol in
August to see the ship. We are also looking into the opportunity of a visit to the Houses
of Parliament. Quite a few members are going to the Annual Meeting in Bournemouth that
entails an overnight stay. We have tea afternoons at Eileen’s and Annette’s to look forward
to and the usual Craft and Book Club meetings. We are looking forward to an open
evening at the John Lewis store that they have organised for us to celebrate our
Gloucestershire Centenary.
Our speaker at our meeting on June 3rd is William Redway. He is going to tell us of his
adventures when he rode his horse around England. I don’t think he is planning to bring it
with him, just pictures! If you would like to join us for the evening we meet at St Nicolas’
Hall, Swindon Lane, at 7.30pm and you would be made most welcome.
Sara Jefferies
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Prestbury WI
On Monday 10th June, Nigel Warwick will be giving us a talk on the Severn Freewheelers
and the service they provide their community. The Severn Freewheelers is a voluntary
service (they are the Blood Bikers) and it promises to be a very interesting evening.






On 1st May our WI skittles team had their first match of the season against Lakeside
Newent. It was an enjoyable game which we won by 22 pins! Our next match will be
played at home against Bishops Cleeve on 31st May…. Watch this space..
Also, on 1st May we had the pleasure of inviting Moreton in Marsh WI for afternoon
cream tea. We had much to chat about as not only are we both lucky enough to own
our own WI Halls, we will both be celebrating our 100 th birthdays in 2021! Thank
you to the ladies who put on a lovely spread.
On 10th May a minibus full of our ladies had a wonderful day out at Showborough
House Sculpture Garden near Twyning, stopping off at the Boat House first for a bit
of lunch. The garden was full of sculptures by local sculptors. The sculptures are
made from different materials and feature all sorts of designs and subjects. The group
had a lovely day and recommend Showborough for a great day out.
Visitors are always
welcome at WI
meetings. They are
held on the second
Monday of each
month at 7.15pm in
the WI Hall on
Prestbury Road.

For further information on WI activities please
contact Hilary Brick on 01242 517964.
Hilary Brick
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Forthcoming Events
Prestbury URC June Coffee Morning – Saturday 1st June from
10.30 until Noon
Our June coffee morning will take place on Saturday 1st June from 10.30 till Noon. There
will be the usual raffle, books etc. and of course, the toasted teacakes! You can be sure of a
warm welcome, so please join us if you are able to do so.

Musical Evening, St Mary Magdalene fund raising
Sunday 9 June, 7.00pm, St Mary Magdalene Church GL51 9TJ
Two performances in one evening. The Go Vocal choir and Spa-keleles ensemble. Music
for all tastes – old and new; country, rock and pop. Ticket for entry £10 (inc. wine &
cheese during the interval) - please contact Shelagh Holder, 01242 680952 to reserve.

Prestbury Open Gardens

22 / 23 June 2019 Prestbury Open Gardens returns this year with some gardens you have
not seen before so please save the date - Saturday 22 and Sunday 23 June, 2 to 5.
David Lyle
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Cheltenham Philharmonic Orchestra Family Concert:
Animal Magic
Sunday 30th June at 3.00pm in Cheltenham Town Hall
Conducted by Stephen Belinfante
Do join us for a lively afternoon of popular and innovative music for all the family, taking as
our theme: “Animal Magic”.
The orchestra will be joined by a large children’s choir from local schools, singing the wellknown songs from Disney films: The Jungle Book and The Lion King.
Coates:
Williams:
Stravinsky:
Mancini:
Patterson:
Zimmer:
Sherman:

The Three Bears
Theme music from Jaws
Circus Polka
The Pink Panther
Roald Dahl’s version of Little Red Riding Hood, set to music, with narrator
The Lion King (for choir and orchestra)
The Jungle Book (for choir and orchestra)

During the interval there will be a chance to meet the orchestra and look at various musical
instruments.
Tickets from Town Hall Box Office, The Wilson Museum Tourist Office or at the door on
the day. Reserved seating, Adults £15/12 Students £8/6 Under 16 £5/£3 Under 5 free.

Prestbury URC July Coffee Morning – Saturday 6th July from
10.30 until Noon
Our July coffee morning will take place on Saturday 6th July from 10.30 till Noon. There
will be the usual raffle, books etc. and of course, the toasted teacakes ! We would love to
see you if you are able to join us.

Strawberry Fayre
Saturday 20 July, 2:00pm, Moat House, Uckington GL51 9SP
A lazy afternoon with strawberries & cream, scones and cakes - all set within the delightful
grounds of Moat House. Add an assortment of entertainment, tractors & vintage cars and
various stalls and you have the perfect opportunity to chill out and just relax.
Admission £2 (adult) and £1 (children under 12 years). Refreshments/food extra. Bar.
All proceeds to go to St Mary Magdalene Church.
In case of query, contact Shelagh Holder (01242 680952) or Verina Morgan (01242 234480)
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June 2019 Diary
Sat
SUN
Sat

SUN
Mon
Wed
Sat
SUN
Tue
Thu
Sat
SUN
Mon
Tue
Fri
SUN

1 1400 Wedding of George Davies and Laura
Pritchard
2 1430 Baptism of Harry Turner
1530 Baptism of Laurence Howard
8 1145 Visiting bellringers
1600 Striking competition (bellringers) with
refreshments
1900 Musical Evening
9 1430 Baptism of Lucy Rowan
1530 Baptism of Thea Cooper
10 1930 Gotherington Singers Rehearsal
12 1600 Wedding rehearsal of Christopher Roberts
and Eleanor Crook
15 1330 Wedding of Christopher Roberts and Eleanor
Crook
16 0930 36th Cheltenham Brownies at the Eucharist
following their sleep over
18 1930 LMT Meeting
20 1930 Team Corpus Christi
1930 “Steve’s Story” - Documentary
22
Prestbury Open Gardens
23
Prestbury Open Gardens
24 1000-1200 Monday Club
1930 Gotherington Singers Rehearsal
25 1900 Celtic Communion service (meet at St Mary’s)
28 1200 Wedding of Mark Harris and Elizabeth O’Dea
30 1400 Wedding of Dominic Lill and Alina Rusu

All Saints
St Mary
St Mary
St Mary
St Lawrence
St Mary Magdalene
St Mary
St Mary Magdalene
St Nicolas
St Mary
St Mary
St Nicolas
St Nicolas
All Saints
St Mary
Prestbury and St Mary
Prestbury and St Mary
Uckington Village Hall
St Nicolas
Cleeve Hill
All Saints
All Saints

Regular Weekly Events
Mondays 1000-1130
Tuesdays 1030-1200
1030-1200
Fridays
1000-1200
Saturdays 1030-1100

Urchins Toddler Group (in term time)
Coffee Drop In
Chatterbox
Prestbury Friday Circle
Team Surgery – drop in to arrange
Christenings and Weddings
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June 2019 Calendar
SUNDAY

From the Registers
Prestbury

SUNDAY

2 7th Sunday of Easter,
Sunday after Ascension Day
Baptisms
9 Pentecost
March 24 Edward Michael Jackson
16 Trinity Sunday
Wilfred Bussey
20 Day of Thanksgiving for
Weddings
the Institution of Holy
Communion (Corpus
April 13 Harry Raybould and
Christi)
Catherine Drum
23 1st Sunday after Trinity Funerals at Crematorium

SUNDAY

30 2nd Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY
SUNDAY

Thursday

March

8
26
April 4
9
11

James Dyce
Violet Keer
Enid Eleanor Elizabeth Phillipson
Anne Margaret Woodward
Iris Elise Harding
Margaret Reeves

Funerals at St Mary
March 28 Frank Smith
29 Eileen Steger
April 29 Michael John Smith

Burials of ashes at Crematorium
March 29 Frank Smith

Swindon Village
Funerals
March 20 Anthony Jones

Funerals at Crematorium
April
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TIMES OF CHURCH SERVICES
St Mary, Prestbury
Sunday

08.00
09.30
11.00
1st Sunday
18.30
2nd Sunday
18.30
Other Sundays 18.30
Monday
09.00
Wednesday
09.00
18.00
Thursday
10.30
Saturday
09.30

St Nicolas, Prestbury
Sunday
Tuesday
All Saints
Sunday

Last Sunday
Thursday

Said Eucharist
Celebrate! All-age worship
Sung Eucharist
Evening Prayer held in Chapel at Capel Court
Benediction in St Mary
Evening Prayer in St Mary
Morning Prayer (excluding Bank Holidays)
Morning Prayer
Eucharist
Eucharist
Eucharist

09.30
09.00
10.00

Sung Eucharist
Morning Prayer
Said Eucharist

08.00
10.30
18.30
18.30
09.00
11.15

Said Mass
Sung Mass
Choral Evensong
Choral Evensong with Benediction
Morning Prayer
Said Mass

St Lawrence, Swindon Village
1st Sunday
10.30
18.30
2nd & 4th
09.15
18.30
3rd Sunday
10.30
18.30
5th Sunday
09.15
18.30

Together @ Ten Thirty (all-age service)
Sung Holy Communion
BCP Holy Communion
Evensong
Together @ The Table (family communion)
Evensong
Holy Communion
Songs of Praise
Next is on 30 June 2019
(alternates with St Mary Magdalene)

St Mary Magdalene, Elmstone Hardwicke
1st,2nd,3rd & 4th 10.45 Holy Communion
5th Sunday either 10.45 Holy Communion
or
18.30 Songs of Praise

Next is on 29 September 2019
(alternates with St Lawrence. On the Sundays we
host Songs of Praise, there is no Morning Service)
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Jesus’ Stories are still relevant today

J

ESUS SAID: “A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he was

attacked by robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat him and went away,
leaving him half dead. A priest happened to be going down the same road, and
when he saw the man, he passed by on the other side. So too, a Levite, when he
came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other side. But a Samaritan, as
he travelled, came where the man was; and when he saw him, he took pity on
him. He went to him and bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he
put the man on his own donkey, brought him to an inn and took care of him. The
next day he took out two denarii and gave them to the innkeeper. ‘Look after
him,’ he said, ‘and when I return, I will reimburse you for any extra expense you
may have.’
“Which of these three do you think was a neighbour to the man who fell into the
hands of robbers?”
The expert in the law replied, “The one who had mercy on him.”
Jesus told him, “Go and do likewise.”
Luke 10:25 – 37 NRSV

“G

OD HAS GIVEN us a book full of stories . .” and “Tell me the
stories of Jesus” are the first lines of two Sunday school hymns I
learned as a child. The Bible is full of good stories from shepherds to
kings, family sagas, battles, parties, miracles and much more. Some are historical
accounts and others stories or parables to help us understand our relationship
with God and our walk with Jesus but all are as relevant today as they were at
the time they were written down. Jesus uses parables as a vehicle for teaching
and in a really effective way enables his hearers to understand, in this story, who
is my neighbour. We all love a good story (a window) and remember it more
easily than the bricks and mortar which surround it.
If the Lawyer who asked Jesus how to obtain eternal life and ‘who is my neighbour?’
expected a lengthy theological discourse he got a surprise. I did think about rewriting
the story in a modern idiom but you can just as easily imagine the scene today: the
Priest and Levite representing the leaders and authority, those who should be setting
an example, and the Samaritan? Who is he/she today? Samaritans and Jews despised
one another. Who is the last person you would expect to help you in such a
situation? Will you walk by on the other side or get involved? And notice that the
story is about the victim and the helper not about chasing the baddies. It’s quite a
challenging story really and we are so familiar with it. I wonder what effect it had on
the Lawyer?
Gill Cartwright
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